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Abstract

At the dawn of autonomous driving, vehicular communications and coordination
become more vital than ever. Fast information gathering, processing and sharing
creates the basis for safety and efficiency, the main promises of conceding the con-
trol of vehicles from humans to machines. In this paper we propose to deploy an
information gathering and distributing system that aims exactly at minimizing the
latency of delivering the essential information to the end clients. We specifically
tackle the crowd-sourced maintenance of high definition maps, i.e., road maps with
extremely high accuracy and environmental fidelity containing dynamic information
about the traffic as well, via a federated analysis scheme, and by broadcasting those
maps through a 5G network. The system is designed for minimizing the latency of
information delivery: analytical models based on queuing theory and optimization
are proposed, and a wide range of system parameters are evaluated in numerical
simulations. We find that the latency of delivering timely high quality information
to end clients can be reduced with careful dimensioning of the system. According
to our measurements, high-speed 5G data connection is a must, as we reach the
optimal latency by utilizing map segments with a 1 km diameter and Gb/s uplink
speeds, in densely populated central metropolitan settings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its first steps around two decades ago, through diverse virtualization options,
cloud computing started to replace high-resource local compute equipment, so much
so that now it weaves through our everyday lives. It backs some of the most mundane
applications that we use most often accompanied by some artificial intelligence (AI)
solution. While for some time the direction of moving compute tasks was clearly
targeting the cloud, in recent years—due to latency or data location considerations—
this trend has taken a slightly modified trajectory with the appearance of edge and
fog computing. Software leveraging these concepts and respective devices can run
closer to end-users and provide lower response times for increased user experience.
The process is further fueled by the newer generations of mobile networks that
provide edge computing resources that are already being leveraged by public cloud
providers [2, 14, 22].

Although at a much slower pace, a similar direction is observable in the case of ve-
hicular control tasks albeit incorporating the edge concept right from the beginning.
While initially vehicles relied solely on onboard electronics for providing driving as-
sistance, cooperation with roadside units (RSU) using vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)
communication enabled them to extend their sensing and computing powers. As the
increase in vehicular traffic infers more issues from traffic control, road safety, and
environmental aspects these extensions are more than welcome. While the increase
of onboard [4] and RSU [20] compute power is foretold for the near future, vehicle
and cloud interactions are also getting deeper [4]. Such infrastructure paired with
low-latency, high throughput network connections can enable sophisticated driving
assist functionalities as well as improve autonomous driving capabilities.

This evolution points towards platforms and applications that provide built-in sup-
port for efficiently handling the innate hierarchy of the infrastructure resources rang-
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ing from onboard devices through edge or RSU equipment up to centralized cloud
data centers as a continuum. To leverage such environments for providing advanced
vehicular support functions, we identify three goals to accomplish. First, our so-
lution has to be prepared for handling high-mobility vehicular environments for
managing connections between static roadside and moving vehicular units. In the
infrastructure continuum, each hierarchy level provides different compute and la-
tency characteristics. While onboard equipment can run calculations with minimal
latency, its compute resources and energy consumption are severely limited. Lever-
aging low-latency wireless network connections, edge/RSU devices still provide fast
reaction times with higher compute and energy supply options. Although (beyond)
5G networks aim to support high throughput with low latency, the amount of data
transmitted via the wireless link is still crucial and needs to be minimized. The
cloud can offer virtually limitless compute power with no energy restrictions with
the drawback of having potentially high latency. Thus, our second goal is to take
into account latency and resource footprint aspects as well. Our solution needs to
perform data acquisition, aggregation, and processing on the most adequate level in
the infrastructure hierarchy and provide options for sharing and exchanging source
and derived data among participants quickly and using as few computational re-
sources as possible. In a high-mobility environment, this also implies that we need
to exploit data locality and process data near its origin and distribute processed
derivatives only to where they are requested. The multitude of vehicular sensors
and increased processing power throughout the infrastructure enable constant fre-
quent updates on the behavior of transport participants and road conditions. This
can be exploited using AI applications that provide support for human drivers in the
form of assisted driving or be part of the control loop in autonomous driving. Con-
sequently, our third goal is to support such assisted or autonomous driving scenarios
preparing for AI applications.

We argue that these aspects can be satisfied by leveraging federated analytics (FA)
[11] in a 5G edge network. FA is a novel practice of applying data science methods
to the analysis of raw data that is stored locally on users’ devices. It works by
running local computations over each device’s data, and only making the aggregated
results—and never any data from a particular device—available to the central server
that is assumed to be an edge compute node integrated in the 5G network in our
envisioned scenario.

In our view, this concept maps well to a multi-tiered infrastructure where vehicle
nodes can collect data, edge/RSU units can aggregate and distribute the insights
from localized data without breaching data privacy and without the need of V2V
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communication. FA also allows for reducing transmitted data sizes, as exchanging
insights is sufficient in most cases instead of uploading raw data.

Consequently, our contributions are the following. We showcase an FA-based solu-
tion for collecting and aggregating data originating from vehicles, and we propose
an analytical model that expresses the end-to-end latency of channeling informa-
tion through the system. We also provide a numerical evaluation of our solution
highlighting its prowess in low-latency information delivery in function of several
parameters that must be defined in the phase of system dimensioning.

In order to discuss these aspects, the rest of our paper is organized according to
the following structure. A deeper description of the envisioned system and service
is given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we review related work discussing information
delivery solutions in vehicular networks, and queuing theory models that we build
our analysis on. Then, we describe our system model in Chapter 4, detailing the
FA-based upstream scheme. We highlight important aspects of our testbed, present
the details of our test scenarios and provide their evaluation in Chapter 5. Finally,
in Chapter 6, we summarize our work and draw the conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Use case description
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Figure 2.1: Representation of HD map consisting of different
layers with static and dynamic information.

With the gradual shift towards autonomous driving, digital maps must be built
for self-driving vehicles and go beyond navigation assistance. Autonomous Vehi-
cles (AV) require high-fidelity information about the surrounding environment with
centimeter-level precision to make crucial decisions. Numerous sensors are placed
on the vehicles to collect the surrounding environment data needed for autonomous
deriving, and AVs process those in real-time to make decisions. However, achiev-
ing autonomous navigation in real-time is challenging, especially in urban scenarios,
due to the limited range of sensors and inherited inaccuracies. High Definition (HD)
maps help autonomous vehicles perceive the surrounding environment and precise
localization [17], which enables them to perceive beyond sensor visibility, apply con-
text awareness of their environment, and process local road rules to make safer
decisions and plan proactively.
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HD maps, mainly built for self-driving purposes, have a high level of accuracy as
vehicles need precise localization and environment data to maneuver in real-time.
Initially, HD maps are created using special vehicles equipped with very precise sen-
sor equipment, like Differential GPS (D-GPS), a multitude of cameras, and highly
accurate laser scanners to collect the present obstacles and the traffic rules which
apply to the surrounding environment. As shown in Figure 2.1, HD maps consist of
different layers. The static layer contains information that is changed infrequently,
such as a road map, the transient static layer shows information that remains the
same for a time period, i.e., road work, the transient dynamic layer provides fre-
quently changing information, and highly dynamic layers feed the real-time data of
surrounding environment to the vehicle such as vulnerable road users. Since the road
network is not a static environment and is constantly affected by changes, for exam-
ple, introduced through traffic jams, accidents, construction works, or the current
status of adaptive traffic signs, the map has to be continuously updated to provide
the car with up-to-date information. It is quintessential to receive an updated HD
map in very low latency to facilitate autonomous driving. Edge computing presents
a solution to reduce network latency significantly. We make the case of deterministic
update periods, and in subsequent sections we evaluate the toll that short update
periods take on the system.

HD maps are location specific and require the transmission of large data volumes.
The vehicles in the same geographic location request the same HD maps data (which
we call a tile) for autonomous driving. This leads to the repetitive transmission of
large volume HD map data over the core network, which stresses the capacity-
limited backhaul links. Processing and storing the HD maps on Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) servers at the vehicular network edge (RSUs) can alleviate the
backhaul load and substantially reduce the latency, which is pivotal for autonomous
driving. Thereby, vehicles can obtain the required HD maps from their connecting
RSUs via vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication without going through the
core network, or better yet, 5G edge can be leveraged as suitable infrastructure,
providing broadcast communication as of Release 16 [7] and the necessary computing
capabilities for FA in the vicinity of the users.
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Chapter 3

Related work

3.1 Edge-focused Kubernetes platforms

Targeting the edge cloud calls for a suitable deployment platform. While the base
Kubernetes distribution is adequate for handling the tasks of setting up multiple
components at different points in a cluster consisting of multiple nodes, others ex-
ists to provide better performance in an edge environment. As this issue has effects
on a growing number of application domains, so has it become widely researched by
the community and the industry as well. Presently, several production-ready solu-
tions have been developed and adopted, which are then further reviewed for their
capabilities. [15] compares the performance of serverless use-cases of the most pop-
ular edge-centered Kubernetes distributions, K3s and MikroK8s, to the full-fledged
Kubernetes. These distributions eliminate components that offer little, to no ad-
vantage for an edge-cloud environment, but they retain the core functionality of
container orchestration. As a result, the deployment process is eased, and more im-
portantly, the hardware requirements are alleviated. Specifically, K3s and MikroK8s
require 512 MB and 540 MB of memory respectively, with both needing just 1 CPU
core for operation.

In terms of performance testing, [15] proposed a complex methodology of using mi-
crobenchmarks with real-world workloads applicable to edge computing scenarios.
Tests targeted distinct aspects of overall serverless performance, ranging from CPU
and memory utilization, through the speed of I/O operations, to networking capac-
ities. Thorough testing showed there is minimal difference between the two edge
distributions in almost every case. In test cases where cold startup latency, disk
throughput, or some CPU-bound tasks, like matrix multiplication and linear equa-
tions solving, were tested, they decisively outperformed the traditional Kubernetes
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platform. On the other hand, the full Kubernetes system has a clear advantage in
test cases where a heavy load is managed by only a single replica, and no scaling
is allowed. If scaling is also permitted, then MikroK8s performs the best, although
K3s is still close in every metric.

3.2 Federated learning in vehicular networks

This work focuses on the concept of multi-layer, universal federated learning frame-
works in V2X applications. There are several industry-leading solutions already on
the market, but none of them could facilitate our use case. In 2022 the most used
open-source federated learning frameworks are FATE [18], Flower [3], and Tensor-
flow Federated [1]. After experimenting with these solutions, we found that none
of the systems can be architecturally customized enough to develop our universal,
multi-layered solution since they mostly focus on creating machine learning algo-
rithms for federated learning. Work in [23] introduces a novel Federated Vehicular
Network architecture in which it assigns a manager to a certain group of vehicles
that would act as a proxy between the worker vehicle and the cloud server. The
manager aggregates the worker models and distributes the model updates via Feder-
ated Vehicular Cloud. However, this work assumes that the vehicles are stationary
and hence cannot be applied for high mobility scenarios.

3.3 Distributing HD maps in vehicular networks

Existing works on content distribution in vehicular networks only consider static
content and fail to consider the dynamic information change in the HD maps. The
HD map distribution problem differs from normal content distribution due to fre-
quent changes in HD maps data that must be disseminated to all caching locations
and end clients. Therefore distributing the HD map generates periodic traffic not
only in access networks, but on the backhaul connecting to the RSUs too.

The authors of [26] focus on energy-efficient map data distribution. They propose
an algorithm that minimizes the power consumption while receiving HD maps. An
RSU serves a vehicle only if the energy required to receive data from the RSU and for
basic movement is less than the remaining energy of the vehicle. For such vehicles,
the data is divided among all the RSUs in proportion to the received power to
provide the service. The authors in [25] propose a joint power control and spectrum
assignment policy to maximize the sum data rate of the overall network for HD map
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dissemination. They study the interference effect on data transmission and formulate
a model that describes the interference control problem in V2X-enabled HD map
dissemination. The authors suggest cooperative delivery of HD maps through V2I
and V2V communications by dividing the HD map into many data blocks based
on data volume and infrastructure environment. The work in [27] discusses HD
map caching for autonomous driving in vehicular networks with unknown vehicle
requests and trajectories. The proposed caching algorithm defines a reward function
that considers the historical tile request data.

A new architecture is proposed in [21] that combines Multi-access Edge Comput-
ing (MEC), and Software Defined Networking (SDN) to enable HD map-assisted
autonomous driving. A two-tier server structure is proposed with cloud and MEC
servers to achieve resource utilization and network scalability. The applications
and services are deployed on the MEC server using Network Function Virtualiza-
tion (NFV) at the network edge. A MEC system framework is proposed in [28]
for HD map applications. The authors introduce the application mode, functional
modules, HD map data distribution workflow, and communication process between
the autonomous vehicle client and the server.

3.4 D/M/1 queues

In order to model our federated HD map distributor network, we needed a queuing
system which can handle fixed, periodical arrivals and Markovian service times. The
only system models capable of handling these constraints are D/M/1 queues.

The authors in [6] describe an analysis of the D/M/1 queue with deterministic
customer impatience, however, the approximations are not suitable for calculating
the waiting time of each customer after arrival. The study in [13] goes into great
details about D/M/1 systems. The author carefully analyses every aspect of the
network, from costs, probabilities to idle and waiting times. The theory described
in this paper was essential for creating the calculations discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

System model

In this section, we propose a mathematical model based on D/M/1 queuing systems
that can describe our federated HD map distribution network and a method to
measure the value of information transmitted between clients and base stations.
After the model description, with the help of these formulas and the necessary
constraints, we analyze the output of known numeric optimization algorithms in
order to formulate some guidelines and best practices for creating federated networks
with optimized performance.

4.1 The choice of D/M/1 queues

We chose D/M/1 queues to model our federated network. In this type of queue,
arrivals occur periodically in a deterministically fixed β (denoted by Tt in later
discussions) time and service times are exponentially distributed. The reason be-
hind this choice is that neither M/M/1 nor M/D/1 queues are suitable to depict
the importance of fixed periodical trigger times in each HD map layer. Since the
queues have fixed arrival times, we can only account for latency and other uncertain
factors at the service time part of the model which, like in many other network-
ing based queuing systems, assumes exponential probability distribution for service
times. This exponential distribution is suitable for our use-case, based on the as-
sumption that the service times in our model cover the delay that the construction
and upload of insights from a number of clients produce, in addition to the FA
aggregation itself in the edge node and the down-link communication time.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the HD map is built by using a number of different layers
with different trigger periods based on the dynamicity of information depicted by
them. For each HD map layer, we have an independent closed D/M/1 queue that
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accounts for both the uplink and downlink communication in their corresponding
tile.

4.2 Theory for calculating the value of informa-
tion

The calculation of the Tw waiting time of an HD map layer i in such queues is essen-
tial for determining the value of information transmitted throughout the network.
As per our model and the analysis of D/M/1 queues presented in [13], Tw can be
obtained as δ/((1 − δ)µ) with δ being the smallest absolute root of Eq. 4.1:

∆ = e−µTt(1−∆) (4.1)

where ∆ is an internal parameter used to calculate waiting time, variance and other
attributes of D/M/1 queues in accordance with [13]. This root can be calculated
using the Lambert W [5] function (see Eq. 4.2), and consequently, we can get the
Tw waiting time of each layer as per Eq. 4.3.

δ = −W (−e−µTtµTt)
µTt

(4.2)

Tw = δ

(1 − δ)µ = W (−e−µTtµTt)
µ2Tt(1 + W (−e−µTt µTt)

Tt
)

(4.3)

where W is the Lambert W function.

To limit the possible space of parameters, we introduce the constraints defined in
Eq. 4.4 (see Table 4.1 for the description of our notations, where each symbol repre-
sents a parameter of a single queue). Constraint (C1) ensures that there is an upper
limit on the number of clients dictated by the size of transmitted data, trigger time
and uplink capacity. Since preferably all clients should get back the aggregated in-
formation, i.e., the up-to-date local HD map, constraint (C2) makes sure the waiting
time is less than the trigger time. Additionally, constraint (C3) is required to ensure
the waiting time function returns with a value in the domain of real numbers and
it obeys the constraints of D/M/1 queues mentioned in [13]. Otherwise this value
can be in the complex domain because of the utilized Lambert W function. The
constraints (C4), (C5) and (C6) keep the service rate, trigger time and the number of
clients within realistic bounds, as it is unrealistic to have a service rate and trigger
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Table 4.1: Mathematical notations used in our system model.

Notation Description
Nc Number of clients
Nd Amount of data uploaded by each client
B Total bandwidth allocated to the HD map layer
Tt Trigger time of the HD map layer
Tw Waiting time calculated for the HD map layer
Tpj Preparation time for vehicle j
Trj Response time vehicle j
µ Service rate for the queue representing the HD map layer pipeline
I Information value of an HD map tile
W Lambert W function

time under 0 and the client amount under 1. Figure 4.1 shows, within these bounds,
the change of the waiting time (Tw) based on the service rate and the arrival times.

(C1) : NcNd

Tt
≤ B

(C2) : Tw ≤ Tt

(C3) : Ttµ > 1

(C4) : µ > 0

(C5) : Tt > 0

(C6) : Nc > 1

(4.4)

As shown in Eq. 4.3, the waiting time is inversely proportional to the trigger time,
therefore the logical optimization for the trigger time is to minimize them, while
obeying to the constraints in Eq. 4.4. In Chapter 5 our experiments apply trigger
times no smaller than 1 s. This is because our use-case does not require sub-second
trigger times to achieve a reasonable information density.

I1 = 4 Nc√
600+Nc

2

I2 =


1

Tw−1+Tt
if Tw ≤ 1

1
ln (Tw+Tt) if Tw > 1

I = arctan(I1I2)
3π
7

(4.5)
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Figure 4.1: The change of Tw based on network properties

To measure the value of information transmitted within the network, we propose
Eq. 4.5. To calculate the I information value, we chose two functions to represent
the two main moving parts of the system. The first function (I1) is for considering
the number of clients in the geographic area in focus, and the second function (I2) is
to consider the waiting time needed to get the most recent information from the base
stations, also taking into account the trigger time. The number of communicating
clients is important because if there are only a handful of devices present in the
network then the aggregated data contains less information about the environment,
and after a certain number of clients the transmitted information becomes highly
redundant. The chosen sigmoid-like function is perfect to depict this phenomenon.
The metric, based on the waiting and trigger times, is essential to measure the
information recency. To make sure the information value function falls within an
easily interpretable 0 to 1 range, we used arctan and some carefully chosen constants
for a scaling transformation.

4.3 Possible optimization avenues

As the proposed I and Tw functions proved to be too complex for generating mean-
ingful results with analytical optimization techniques, we chose three different nu-
merical optimization methods to reach the desired results. We leverage the Trust
Region Constrained Algorithm [24], COBYLA [10] and SLSQP [16]. The paths
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Figure 4.2: The change of I based on Tw and Nc

these algorithms took to optimize the information value can be seen in Figure 4.3
where the dots mark the end results each of them reached.
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Figure 4.3: Different parameters after optimization

The optimization was performed over two input variables: the trigger time of a layer,
and the number of clients. The µ parameter of Eq. 4.3 was set to 0.5 and in the
experiment depicted in Figure 4.3, the bandwidth was 1 Gb/s with the transferred
data size being 1 MB. The optimization was performed for a relatively dynamic HD
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map layer, so an additional constraint was added to keep the trigger time under 5
seconds.

From the results of different optimization runs it became apparent, that the changes
in the waiting times are almost negligible in the range needed for optimal HD map
transfer because of the properties of D/M/1 queues, assuming instantaneous uplink
and downlink transfers.

The measurements also gave us insights on how the relation of bandwidth and
information value can lead to an optimal network. When the bandwidth drops, the
number of serviceable clients drastically decreases too, but the value of information
can be retained by dynamically decreasing the trigger time of the clients. This is
especially important for highly dynamic HD map layers, where even a small number
of clients can provide a reasonable amount of information if their trigger time is
frequent.
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Chapter 5

Numerical simulation

In order to reinforce our theoretical model for the proposed federated HD map
aggregating network, we are introducing empirical evidence based on widespread
simulation scenarios. First, we thoroughly discuss the high-level implementation of
our testbed, then we proceed by defining the context and the metainformation for
our simulation scenarios. When every core knowledge is shared, we introduce and
explain our results. Lastly, we draw conclusions based on the received output and
summarize them to provide exact answers about the practical applications of our
system. We note that for the sake of simplicity we did not leverage an edge focused
Kubernetes distribution, but every component can be adapted to one.

5.1 Testbed description

Our testbed consists of a custom-written application simulator that relies on the
Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) framework [8]. It has become an industry
leader solution for virtual vehicle simulation because it can easily handle large traffic
networks, while holistically managing every prospective actor, ranging from auto-
mobiles and pedestrians to traffic lights and road-side equipment. Connecting this
framework to our defined, application-level testbed was made possible with the use of
the TraCI interface [9]. It provides an interface through which our simulator gained
access to every volatile data regarding the test environment, most importantly to
the relative position of the vehicles to the defined edge node.
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5.2 Proof-of-concept application

On the implementation level, as the simulation in Sumo gradually unfolds, we per-
form the operations required for the federated HD-map analytics in the same fashion.
Every member of each actor group has a step listener which executes data-driven
communications between the actors when prompted by the TraCI interface. In our
proof-of-concept application, we only consider vehicles and edge nodes, but these
can be optionally expanded.

During the initialization of the Sumo simulation, we create a Python object for
the edge node and get its step listener registered into the event cycle through the
TraCI interface. This process is also performed for each vehicle that appears in the
simulation throughout the entire course of the simulation period. After their regis-
tration, the step listeners get invoked at every discrete timeslot when a pre-defined
step-length duration of time has passed, performing their actions periodically, based
on the current status of their objects. The concrete proceedings can be followed in
Figure 5.1.

Vehicle
1

. . . Vehicle
n

Edge

Enter area

Enter area
Triggering

Collect data Collect data
Send data

Send data

C
heck

bandw
idth

Broadcast

Triggering

Figure 5.1: System flow of federated analysis of HD map data

The edge node regularly triggers vehicles that are residing in its transmission area.
In our terminology, this is called the trigger time (Tt). Upon this trigger stimulus,
the vehicles collect, package, and then send data regarding their immediate sur-
roundings, to update a specific HD map layer. This period is labeled preparation
time (Tp). The vehicles then wait for each other to finish their data preparation
phase, enabling the edge node to perform the data aggregation via FA. When this is
complete, all vehicles which are present in the transmission area by this time, receive
the aggregated information as the latest version of the respective HD map layer. For
those vehicles which provided the data, this period is referred to as response time
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(Tr). In other words, this physical quantity is the end-to-end latency in a traditional
FA setup. Also, it is important to notice that Tp +Tr is the same among all training
vehicles, equaling to the Tw waiting time defined in Chapter 4. Finally, after the
aggregation, until the current trigger period lasts, all participants are idle, as they
wait for the following trigger stimulus.

Note that here we described the system with a single edge node, although, in a prac-
tical example, multiple edge nodes may be placed to cover a larger area, e.g., cities
or highways. Moreover, HD maps are known to have multiple layers, each containing
information with varying volatility, so each edge node should be able to maintain
every HD map aggregation separately. Our proposed system can incorporate these
refined requirements simply by transmitting newly aggregated map layers between
neighboring edge nodes and by defining distinct trigger periods for every HD map
layer.

5.3 Performance evaluation results

Throughout our simulation scenarios, we conducted several test cases to determine
the effects of various parameters. These are mostly included in our mathematical
model description in Chapter 4, like the exponential distribution of Tp, the length
of Tt, or the actual density of clients in the transmission area. This last parameter
is defined by numerous factors, like the overall vehicle density in the input map, the
diameter of the edge node transmission area, and also by the uplink bandwidth that
is available for the clients. We summarize all the factors determining our results in
Table 5.1.

We used random generated route patterns for vehicles, to produce the targeted
average vehicle density. For this, studies [12, 19] suggest the order of magnitude
of 100 vehicles/km2, thus we chose the density of 200 vehicles/km2 in order to be
aligned with the related work and have reasonable simulation runtimes. We set the
data size to 300 kB by assuming privacy preserving FA insights being uploaded from
each client.

Other attributes had their set of values defined on a logarithmic scale, as listed in
the respective rows of Table 5.1. We took the Cartesian product of these value sets
so that one particular result, e.g., a tuple of ⟨500 m, 1 s, 10 Mb/s⟩, dictated the input
values for one simulation scenario. We performed every scenario 10 times and took
the average of the results. In each case, the target variables were the information
value which is the numerical output of the information function defined in Chapter 4,
and the waiting time for the vehicles within the trigger period.
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Table 5.1: Attributes and their investigated values in simulation scenarios

Attribute name Set of values
Vehicle density 200 vehicles/km2

E[data size/vehicle] 300 kB
E[Tp] Tt · 0.1 s
Edge diameter 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 m
Tt 1, 10, 100 s
Uplink bandwidth 10, 100, 1000 Mb/s

Diameter: In Figures 5.2 and 5.3, we depict how the waiting time and the informa-
tion value react to the diameter change. At first let us observe Figure 5.2: in every
test scenario the waiting time converges to the trigger time as the diameter grows,
given that more vehicles become reachable, so the uplink load becomes greater up to
the same bandwidth limit. This is more conspicuous if we check the lines with lower
trigger time and high Gb/s uplink bandwidth because these approach the trigger
time at a much slower rate as they can accommodate more traffic. On the other
hand the impact of trigger time is almost equally tremendous. As the trigger time
becomes larger, gradually the effect of uplink bandwidth becomes more indifferent
towards the volume of waiting time. Figure 5.3 depicts the relation between the
information value and the diameter: we can discover a similar phenomenon. The
reason is again the growing vehicle density in the transmission area.

The optimal diameter can be found at around 1000 m in most cases if such dense
areas are considered because the information value reaches its peak at this point
while the waiting time does not deteriorate much compared to the 500 m diameter
scenario. If the observed area has lower vehicle density, then a bigger diameter can
provide better quality of service: low waiting time and high information value.

Trigger time: Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the effect that the change of trigger time
has on both the waiting time and the information value. In the case of the former
(Figure 5.4), every test scenario is strikingly linear on the log-log scale. This is
mainly due to the fixed link between the expected value of the preparation time
and the trigger time in our simulation input (see Table 5.1). In terms of steepness,
there are slight differences between the lines: when expanding the available uplink
bandwidth, the clients get more chance in each trigger period to finish data collection
before the new trigger period starts. Thus, they are more likely to attain a lower
response time (latency), conclusively lowering the waiting time. This phenomenon is
true until the vehicle density enables it. As soon as the area becomes overpopulated
compared to what the uplink capacity can carry, the response time also starts to
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Figure 5.2: Effect of the diameter on the waiting time
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Figure 5.3: Effect of the diameter on the information value

grow, since the vehicles are not able to finish their uploads soon enough. Hence, the
respective lines become steeper in the figure.

When considering the information value in Figure 5.5, let us divide the plots with
medium or high bandwidth from the ones with low bandwidth and examine them
independently.

Upon observing the first group, it is important to notice these declines as the trigger
period widens. However, the convexity/concavity of the function varies across the
test scenarios. This feature is mainly dependent on the uplink bandwidth. If it is in
the 100 Mb/s region, the function is concave, conversely, if it reaches the volume of
Gb/s, the function becomes convex. Regardless of the shape, each function has its
maximum at the beginning of the scale, at around 1000 ms. This is a direct cause of
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the fact that we considered only urban areas with high vehicle density. When these
circumstances are given, it is advisable to maintain a low trigger time because then
the information value is at its highest. Other factors, on the other hand, such as the
characteristics of a specific HD map layer, the incurred transmission pollution, or
some cost-related insights should also be taken into account when setting the trigger
time.

Moving on, to the second observation group, the features are highly distinctive.
Every function stays concave, with their maximum value only reached around 10000
seconds. As a result, the optimal setting differs from the previously stated, so when
the available bandwidth is low, it is advisable to make use of larger trigger times.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of the trigger time on the waiting time
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Figure 5.5: Effect of the trigger time on the information value
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Bandwidth: Similarly to the prior plots, we depict the effect that the change in
the available uplink bandwidth causes on the waiting time and information value.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 display some similarities to the diameter-related trends, espe-
cially in waiting time metrics. The uplink bandwidth has an immense factor on
Tw, stemming from the fact that it is one of the two main contributors which de-
termine whether vehicles can achieve a low Tp, or even finish, in a specific trigger
period. As the available uplink bandwidth spreads out, so does the waiting time be-
come increasingly lower across all scenarios, however more so in cases with a smaller
diameter.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of uplink bandwidth on the waiting time
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Figure 5.7: Effect of uplink bandwidth on the information
value

The information value plot on Figure 5.7 has a similar duality to Figure 5.5. Only
in this case, the trigger period proves to be the distinctive factor. The higher the
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trigger time is, the flatter each function is, culminating in nearly stagnating lines
when it reaches its maximum. In terms of diameter an opposite relationship is
apparent since as the diameter grows for each trigger time scenario, the lines are
developing into steeper functions.

To further dimension our input and constraint parameters, we performed some addi-
tional evaluations to determine the effect of the change in E[Tp] by adding Tt·[0.2, 0.4]
to its set of values. Note that this parameter is not directly controllable by the sys-
tem operators or network participants, so we focused only on relevant settings, hence
some values and scenarios were omitted.

Preparation time: In accordance with our previous plots, we specifically examine
the effect that the change in the expected value of the preparation time causes on
the waiting time and information value. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 both display some
similarities to the diameter-related trends, but especially the waiting time metrics.
The E[Tp] is an immense factor in Tw, stemming from the definition of the latter.
Hence, if Tp grows then the probability of getting a value much closer to Tt also
increases because the rate of the exponential distribution lowers. Conclusively, as
Figure 5.8 unmistakably illustrates, the result rises in Tw.
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Figure 5.8: Effect of preparation time on the waiting time

The information value plot is strongly linked to the available uplink bandwidth in
each scenario. Figure 5.9 depicts that even medium bandwidth (100 Mb/s) causes
a deteriorating trend in information value, while the gigabit bandwidth plots show
increasing or stagnating trends, as the E[Tp] enlarges. The explanation revolves
around the ability of each car to finish as early as possible, given a specific Tp. If the
remaining bandwidth does not further constrain the upload, then the information
value is indifferent toward this. On the other hand, if the remaining bandwidth
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has become critically low for slow clients with large Tp, it severely constrains most
vehicles. In this case, only a few can upload within Tt, so the information value
drops.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of preparation time on the information
value

In summary, we gathered vast evidence for determining the physical properties of our
theoretical model, using numerical simulations. We tightened input and constraint
variables to a defined set of values and calculated the results based on these. The
findings showed that in a high vehicle density area, such as metropolitan centers,
the best setting for both end-to-end latency and information value would be to have
HD maps tiles and corresponding 5G cells with a relatively small transmission area
(∼1000 m in diameter) and as low trigger time as it is sensible for the specific use-
case. Additionally, in order to reach as low preparation time as possible, having
high bandwidth capabilities in such areas is crucial. These requirements become
more tangible than ever, thanks to the growing 5G coverage around the globe, along
with the enormous developments that are being carried out in the field of intelligent
transportation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented our proposal for a fast and economical information ag-
gregation and sharing system for vehicular use-cases. Specifically, we tackle the
crowd-sourced construction of HD maps that contain up-to-date information about
the dynamics of traffic, road conditions, etc. We propose to apply federated ana-
lytics for its obvious benefits, and in order to decrease the end-to-end latency and
the involved communication footprint, we investigate the performance capabilities
of a 5G edge network infrastructure. We provide both theoretical and experimental
analysis in the paper for optimizing the scheduling of HD map updates and the
number of clients to group together for creating the HD map of a certain area, and
we arrive at the conclusion that our proposed system is feasible: the time during
which relevant information is delivered to end users at an acceptable scale with 5G
capabilities suits the needs of the use-case. To reiterate, the optimal waiting time
and information value is achieved by choosing 5G small cells with a diameter of
around 1000 m, providing high, Gb/s uplink speed and choosing low but sensible
trigger times.
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